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Ray and I decided to drive to Florida this week. It is a 40 hour drive to
Marathon where we stay. I love road trips! Rayden wanted to drive with us
but his parents won’t be coming for an additional week so they thought that
might be a little too long… so movie night with cousins in a makeshift fort
was the next best thing! Dragons race to the edge. Awesome!

In our family, you are either “Team Florida” or “Team Alaska.” Ray is
Team Florida and I am Team Alaska. Ray loves to go flats fishing and loves
the warm weather. He also really enjoys all the seafood. During our drive
pulled over to a roadside stand somewhere in Louisiana for Jalapeño
boudin balls and crawfish. Crawfish are small at the beginning of the



season so he needed to order a few extra. Ray talked to the owner about
the options of shipping crawfish to Vegas and the man said most people
eat 8 pounds of crawfish each. That seems like a lot to me but maybe not
as I watched Ray enjoy them…

Today as we were driving, Ray said “I wonder how far we are from
the Orlando Temple.” He looked it up on an app and realized it wasn’t too
far, about 35 miles away. He asked if I wanted to stop and go to the temple.
YES! Then something happened that I found interesting. We realized that
the temple was behind us. In order to go to the temple we would have to



and turn around go back! Ray pulled off an exit and turned around. In 40
minutes we were there! We just stopped and went back! It was great!

       

As I sat in the session (worship service), I thought about how easy it
can be to just turn around and go back. Why don’t we do that? I have
thought about people who have left the gospel of Jesus Christ or in other
words have gone away from His teachings . It could be so easy to just stop,
turn around and go back. Our Savior wants us to return to Him. Often, we
make mistakes that lead us away from our testimonies of our Savior. If we
are not striving to strengthen our testimony of the Savior, we will lose it.



President Jeffrey R. Holland, one of the Apostles in our church said
“Hold fast to what you already know and stand strong until additional
knowledge comes.”

In thinking about this coming year, I hope that we all can choose to
start where we are on a gospel journey, or that we can go back to what we
already know is true and then continue to press forward. Protection from
the adversary comes from the gospel of Jesus Christ. If we have taken a
wrong turn, the Atonement or sacrifice of Jesus Christ gives us the
assurance that we can return to Him.

New Testament 
Romans 3:23 
“23 For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God;”

Book of Mormon
Mosiah 4:10
“10 And again, believe that ye must repent of your sins and forsake them,
and humble yourselves before God; and ask in sincerity of heart that he
would forgive you; and now, if you believe all these things see that ye do
them.”

I hope that we can all evaluate ourselves and do a course correction
where it is needed in our lives and spend this year focused on
strengthening our relationship with the Savior.

President Holland said “Humility, faith and the influence of the Holy
Spirit will always be the elements of every quest for truth.” 

With love,
Leslie

All that is gold does not glitter,

Not all those who wander are lost;

The old that is strong does not wither,

Deep roots are not reached by the frost.



J.R.R. Tolkien


